Abstract—There are many issues are related with lifetime and coverage in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). We try to locate heterogeneous sensors and route the routing information for minimization of network cost, maximization of network lifetime. We aim at provide better connectivity and coverage among the sensor nodes. For this we propose mathematical formulations and use an optimal solution for the problem. In dissertation work we develop a multi objective process to approximate the efficient frontier, used as a solution approach that requires long computation time. Our technique will be experimented on the problems which are picked on the random basis to check the efficiency of heuristic procedures in approximation of the efficient frontier. The genetic algorithm that we have used succeeded well in approximation of the efficient frontier in just computation time as per simulation and results of our dissertation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A WSN instant for the Wireless sensor network and its most of the part portrayed as a system or network related devices like hubs etc. In this network these all devices observe the all connected device and may have the proper control on it in the given network either connection oriented or connection less like wireless sensor network [8]. In the 3rd millennium this kinds of network is wieldy used for exchange the data and information over the network. [1–7]. On one hand, WSNs empower new applications and hence new conceivable markets, then again, the configuration is influenced by a few imperatives that call for new ideal models. Actually, the action of detecting, preparing, and correspondence under constrained measure of vitality, lights a cross-layer configuration approach normally obliging the joint thought of appropriated sign/information handling, medium access control, and correspondence conventions [9].

1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks

A WSN can be represented as a system of gadgets, signified as hubs, whose main concern is to sense the earth and convey the data accumulated from the checked field (e.g., a territory or volume) through remote connections [1–9]. The information is sent, perhaps by means of different hops, to a sink node (in some cases meant as controller or screen) that can utilize it by joined the information with different systems (e.g., the Internet) through a passage. The hubs could be in stationary or in moving position. They can be mindful of their area or not. Wireless sensor network can be homogeneous or heterogeneous. Typical applications of WSN

An expansive number of potential utilizations of sensor systems have been accounted for going from right on time
research examinations to business systems [1]. A survey of an expansive scope of uses is define in [3] as the premise for the proposition of an outline space model.

(1) Environmental observing
A generally considered region for the utilization of sensor systems is in ecological observing. Estimation of icy mass motion utilizing hubs fit for measuring area, temperature, weight, and introduction at focuses inside the ice sheet more than a time of quite a long while was portrayed in [4]. The examination portrayed in [5] utilized hubs on the ocean bed to screen weight, temperature, conductivity, flow, and turbidity. These hubs were joined with floats at first glance to permit radio correspondence through self sorting out specially appointed remote systems. The Argo project [6] utilizes a sensor system to watch the temperature, saltiness, and ebb and flow profile of the upper sea. Hubs are joined to free-floating transporters which consistently sink to a profundity of 2000m and after that remerge to permit correspondence with a satellite. WSNs have been considered for exactness farming applications, for example, observing grape developing conditions [7]. Here, hubs with temperature, soil dampness, light, and moistness sensors are sent on a 20m lattice over a vineyard to give data to guide the adjustment of water/manure/pesticide supply to the needs of individual plants and to streamline gathering.

(2) Animal following and control
Following and controlling the developments of local and wild creatures presents intriguing difficulties in WSNs. The reproducing conduct of feathered creatures was considered by Mainwaring et al [8] utilizing sensor hubs introduced inside tunnels. Groups of hubs, each fit for measuring mugginess, weight, temperature, and encompassing light level, alongside infrared sensors to distinguish the vicinity of the fledglings, structure nearby systems and every group has a hub fitted with a long-extend directional receiving wire to pass bunch information to a base station. Hubs fitted to wild creatures (e.g., wild steeds, zebras, and lions) fit for meandering more than an expansive region was considered in [9]. Every hub logs the creature conduct and environment and passes information to some other hub which goes in close vicinity to range. At consistent interims, a versatile base station (e.g., an auto or a plane) travels through the perception zone and gathers the recorded information from the creatures it passes. On account of [10], the WSN is utilized both to screen conduct and to control it. For this situation, the positions of dairy cattle are checked and "virtual wall" made by utilizing an acoustic jolt to debilitate a creature from intersection a characterized line. The system of hubs is associated with a base station so that sustaining conduct can be checked and virtual wall conformed to enhance utilization of the feedstock.

(3) Safety, security, and military applications
WSNs have been produced to help salvage groups in sparing individuals covered in avalanches [11]. By observing heart rate, breath movement, introduction, and blood oxygen level, it is conceivable to mechanize the prioritization of casualties and to guide rescuers to their area. Following of military vehicles utilizing systems of hubs sent by unmanned ethereal vehicle (UAV) was considered in [12]. Information gathered from the hubs by a UAV was utilized to distinguish the way and speed of ground vehicles. Hostile to tank landmines equipped for self-observing for indications of altering have been framed into systems so that, if an individual mine is handicapped, a neighbouring gadget has the capacity take its place utilizing rocket thrusters to impact the vital movement [13].
(4) Built environment
Checking of the inside natural conditions and adjustment of warming, lighting, and so forth in light of human inheritance and movement is a noteworthy potential application for sensor systems, whether in view of remote interchanges or on wired associations. In [14], a WSN was produced to screen power utilization in expansive and scattered office structures with the point of recognizing areas or gadgets that are devouring a ton of electrical force.

dvancements.

Energy-Efficient Routing Design
The critical energy consumption, routing design is usually considered to be the core of sensor network design. In previous researches many routing algorithms have been proposed. The shortest path is the basic and fundamental consideration in the network flow routing problems. A simple translation of this consideration in sensor network routing is the minimum hop (MH) routing. The Ad hoc on demand distance vector routing is an example of using the number of link hops as its routing metric. Since the limited supply of battery power is one of the most fundamental aspects of sensor networks, routing algorithms for sensor networks generally attempt to minimize the utilization of this valuable resource. Shortest path algorithms have been proposed by many researchers in order to minimize the utilization of energy. For example, the minimum total transmission power routing (MTPR) proposed in and the minimum total energy (MTE) routing introduced in attempt to reduce the total transmission energy per data bit, where the path length is the sum of energy expended per data bit during its transmission over each link in the forwarding path. The sensor network research community realized that improving the ratio of packets transmitted to energy consumed by the network is, by itself, not a good measure of the efficiency of the network. An algorithm should be proposed which attempts to minimize the variation in node energy levels. This metric ensures that all the nodes in the network remain up and running together for as long as possible. An algorithm name as flow augmentation (FA) algorithm incorporates MH, MTE, and other residual energy considered routing algorithms together with adjustable parameters. The maximum residual energy path (MREP) routing is an algorithm whose main purpose is to use the maximum remaining energy path to postpone the death of the first node. A theoretical analysis concerning the optimal routing performance has also been conducted for provide more insights into the energy-efficient routing design,

2. EXISTING WORK
In energy-constrained wireless sensor networks conceiving energy-efficient protocols is a critical issue. In this paper, author proposed a cross-layer design that considers the joint optimization of MAC and routing layers. At the routing layer, we showed that in the network total available energy resources has been utilised by a life-optimal routing algorithm before its death.

To accomplish that, in each sensor node the data traffic is send via multiple paths rather than via a single path. On the other hand, at the MAC layer, author proposed to efficiently allocate the retry limit for each wireless link such that the delivery probability satisfies a target per-hop success probability. An analytical model is developed by author to quantitatively evaluate the actual energy consumption at the sensor nodes according to a given routing configuration. The analytical model captures the real behaviour of WSNs by considering the wasted energy due to idle listening, overhearing and retransmissions.
To minimize the vitality utilization in WSNs, a few vitality productive Medium Access Control (MAC) conventions and vitality proficient steering conventions have been proposed. These plans go for diminishing the vitality utilization by utilizing rest timetables. The key thought behind this idea is totally killing a few sections of the sensor hardware (e.g., microchip, radio and memory) when it doesn't get or transmit information, as opposed to keeping the sensor hub in the unmoving mode. This plan basically endeavours to diminish squandered vitality because of unmovable tuning in, i.e., lost vitality while listening to get conceivable movement that is not sent.

Huge vitality sparing is accomplished by such plans; however the WSN keeps continually sending repetitive information. Commonly, WSNs depend on the agreeable exertion of the thickly sent sensor hubs to report identified occasions. Thus, different sensor hubs may report the same occasion. To further reduction vitality utilization, a few works are currently concentrating on the end of excess data [8–10]. The lessening of the quantity of excess parcels can be accomplished either at the information originator level (i.e., sensor hubs that distinguish the occasion) [8,9] by constraining the reporting errand to a little subset of sensor hubs, or at the moderate sensor hubs directing the data to the sink by method for total components [10–12]. Information total has been set forward as a fundamental standard for remote steering in sensor systems.

Disadvantages of Existing Systems are a few duplicates of the combination result may be sent to the base station by uncompromised hubs. It expands the force devoured at these hubs. A MAC component must be actualized in every sensor hub.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A Wireless Sensor Network is consist of tiny sized sensor nodes which are capable of sensing, computation and communication. These nodes are connected to each other for performing designed desired measurement and then processed measured data and transmitted it to sink node.

The following problems are find in the article-
(a) During multi-hop communication most of the battery power is consumed.

(b) Another challenge is coverage area. (This is minimized using mobility up to the optimal value).

(c) Minimization of network cost.

(d) Energy aware routing is required.

(e) But it also has contradictions like path selection based on lowest energy route but it produces contention (heavy load on a single path nearest to the sink).

Some researches has proposed a MRPC (Maximum Residual Packet Capacity). In Wireless sensor network coverage of sensor node is an important aspect. Coverage of network is the ratio of the area covered by the network to the total area of interest. It basically indicates how well a network monitored area of interest. In Ideal case, network coverage should be 100% although in practice it is quite problematic to achieve 100% because of several deployment issues [41]. It depends on many aspects that consist sensing model which is used for the designing the network model. Usually, each sensor node has a limited sensing range. When the node lies within its observable range then the event is monitored by that node is said to be detectable.

4. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

Algorithm Used

```cpp
int n; // number of nodes
enum r = [OLSR, AODV]; // types of routing
float th_er; // threshold energy for communication
for (i=0; i<n; i++)
{
  Switch ( r) {
    case 0:
      cout<"n Types of routing is OLSR";
      Float er = Energy_remain();
      If (er==th_er)
      { Starts sending packet;
        Performance_par(); //calling function performance parameter to calculate
      }
      break;
    case 1:
      cout<"n Types of routing is AODV";
      Float er = Energy_remain();
      If (er==th_er)
      { Starts sending packet;
        Performance_par(); //calling function performance parameter to calculate
      }
      Default: exit(0);
  }
  float er_remain() //calculation of energy remain
  { Node [] // Node is array of WSN node select to send packet
    for (i=0; i<n; i++)
    {
      er[i] = toal_energy[i] – energy_consumed[i]
    }
    Void Performance_par()
    {
      Calculate: Minimum Delay of the path
      Maximum packet delivery ratio
      Max residual energy remain
    }
  }
  Proposed algorithm basically used to work for calculating energy of each nodes and perform routing between nodes created in
```
the network with the help of routing protocols like OLSR and AODV after performing simulation we have got parameter like delay, transmission rate, number of bytes send and number of bytes received etc on the basis of these parameter we have calculated Minimum delay of the path, maximum packet delivery ratio and max residual energy remain.

5. RESULT GRAPH
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